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Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of 
evolutionary processes leading to 
speciation.

Demonstrate in-depth understanding 
of evolutionary processes leading to 
speciation.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
understanding of evolutionary processes 
leading to speciation.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet and 
clearly number the question.

Check that this booklet has pages 2 – 12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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Text Box
This canidate used a named species eg "Dinornis species" to discuss allopatric speciation and the geological processes that were involved eg glacial periods causing the linking of North Island with the South Island. This also links to different niches becoming available and is explained to how this could lead to sympatric species as the moa had become genetically isolated. Adaptive radiation is explained and linked to the development of new niches due to the named geological and biological processes such as competition. 
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Text Box
This candidate has demonstrated comprehensive understanding by linking biological ideas using scientific evidence about natural selection, mutation and co-evolution leading reproductive success and speciation. For example this candidate is able to analyse the information about TTX resistance of the Garter snake and the speed they move linked to number of mutations and the effect this has on the survival of each species. The linking of ideas involved analysing the evolutionary processes that lead to speciation by explaining how this relationship develops by natural selection.
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Text Box
selective pressures the snake and the newt are explained and linked to natural selection. One negative selection pressure for the  the newt is explained and linked to natuaral selection. 
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Text Box
The candidate discusses convergent evolution by linking the evidence of analogus structures provided in the information and links this to named selective pressures. eg "small size, short abdomen, antena and legs as well as dark colour. These traits would have been selected for 2 reasons. Firstly a small size is less noticeable to host caterpillars and so the wasps will be able to better parasitise the caterpillars".....links selective pressures to analogus structres. 






